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Friday Coalition Meeting Chat – March 17, 2023 
 
00:51:17 - Richard Dorsett: - Is daughter Kate’s birthday. She always gets free beer today. 
00:52:54 - Sally Perkins: - I have my hilltopia tshirt on. 
00:53:38 - Richard Dorsett: - A message from Marlene and we are trying to coordinate with Kevin to get 

Jared into shelter this morning. Maybe some good luck today. 
00:54:45 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Welcome, Evan! 
00:54:59 - Evan Koepfler: - Good morning! 
00:54:59 - Anna Baker: - ���� 
00:55:06 - Kenneth King: - @ Bob Vollbracht and Sally Perkins, coordinate that training we were talking 

about ���� 
00:55:11 - Sally Perkins: - hi Evan.  ���� 
00:56:02 - Dr. Douglas Jarvie, The Salvation Army of Tacoma: - today is also St. Gertrude's Day, the patron 

saint of animals 
00:57:55 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - We have since learned that the quote was not quite 

correct, but the sentiment was still bad. 
00:58:58 - Jeffrey Boyce: - There is no way to soften that message. 
00:59:10 - Kenneth King: - nor should it be soften 
00:59:27 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Zoom Norms 
Mute yourself when not talking. 
Use Zoom’s raise hand feature if you have something to say. 
Limit distractions by turning off your camera if you need to take another call. 
00:59:41 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Community Norms 
Lead with a racial equity lens. 
Be aware of power dynamics.  
Challenge concepts, not people. 
Listen to learn. 
One person speaks at a time. 
Speak from your own experience. 
Make space, take space. 
Assume best intentions and take responsibility for impact. 
Be aware of time and agenda. 
 
http://pchomeless.org/Home/About 
01:02:43 - Sally Perkins: - More individual people sleeping on sidewalks in the hilltop near and in the 

business district. 
01:02:52 - Richard Dorsett: - More of the same. Anticipating a sweep at Union Loop Encampment, but no 

post yet. Serving food this afternoon at 3:45 if anyone wants to join us. 
01:03:04 - Cynthia Stewart: - per Rosemary's intro, here is a League of Women Voters Observer's report of 

the Tacoma City Council Study Session re homelessness earlier this week.  I am curious about some of 
the assertions... what do you all think? 

01:03:29 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - We will definitely be talking about that today, Cynthia. 
01:03:40 - Sally Perkins: - 11th and MLK was swept Mon 3-13, now posted, but not sure it was posted ahead 

of time. 
01:04:10 - Kenneth King: - Tents are dangerous... I was surprised how many folks use them 
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01:04:34 - Jeffrey Boyce: - Amen Kenneth 
01:05:02 - Richard Dorsett: - Carts and people continue to linger near Street of Dreams (South Fife/Post 

Office). Many scattered and relocating. 
01:05:57 - Rian Booker: - Replying to "11th and MLK was swe..." 
 
They posted it about 5 minutes before they started, per Kevin King.  The reason was they were blocking the 

sidewalk.  They had been moved before so the city could pressure wash the sidewalk, and were told 
not to move back at the time. 

01:07:58 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Dear City Council: This is what "100% compliance" really looks like. 
Nothing to celebrate 

01:08:30 - Dionne J: - Agree about medical supplies- we get people who walk in and have the need for 
wound care kits often. 

01:08:35 - Sally Perkins: - Replying to "11th and MLK was swe..." 
 
Thank you Rian 
01:08:53 - Jay Worley: - 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Ec_bw5KKsFQidzRN7XkM6yea6vHzD0Yf0m5IfjgdpU/edit?
usp=sharing 

01:08:55 - Richard Dorsett: - “Voluntary compliance,” let’s buy them dictionaries. 
01:09:29 - Kenneth King: - Wound kits would be very helpful. I have my trauma pack, but its not for handing 

out 
01:09:41 - Bob Vollbracht: - Jay,  great idea for sinage at bus stops.  Let's talk toay 
01:09:51 - Sally Perkins: - do we need to make a set of wound packs? 
01:10:14 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Replying to "do we need to make a..." 
 
I was going to ask. Can someone say what exactly you would want in a 'wound pack'? 
01:10:18 - Richard Dorsett: - I vote Norman to speak at next council meeting. 
01:10:36 - Kenneth King: - I think we need just replacement gauz and ointment, like Jay says. We don't need 

anything complicated 
01:10:53 - Richard Dorsett: - Sally, I think we have more wound packs. I’ll check with Liz. 
01:11:00 - Anna Baker: - It's also a humanity problem. 
01:11:12 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - To Everyone: I have some foot care kits available for outreach - just 

email me if you want some (thank you Sally, Sam, Health department folk, and all others who helped 
put these together). tpdrutis@nctacoma.org 

01:11:17 - Jay Worley: - Replying to "do we need to make a..." 
 
gauze ointment bandaid, sainitizer,(least painful) 
01:11:28 - Kenneth King: - Theresa, how has that been going? 
01:11:49 - Jay Worley: - Replying to "do we need to make a..." 
 
ace bandage med tape 
01:12:01 - Rian Booker: - Tranq is the street name of the animal tranquilizer xylazine.  Narcan does not 

counter it. 
01:12:08 - Rian Booker: - https://www.cnn.com/2023/03/07/health/philadelphia-xylazine-tranq-

drug/index.html 
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01:12:41 - Jay Worley: - Sounds good Bob there is something im working on that might fit with this side of 
the bridge too. 

01:12:46 - Tod Gunther: - Exactly, Ed.  Selective data. 
01:13:06 - Kenneth King: - I think wounds packs are going more about keeping the sores clean and covered. 

Not treatment, stabilization, b-con. anything more than swelling and small weaping sores, should be 
redirected to the hospitals. 

01:13:16 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Kenneth: The foot care packs are very welcome - it is going great. 
01:13:58 - Kenneth King: - Theresa, I'm so thankful that you are running with that. Has their been feedback 

about the ointments or powders? 
01:14:02 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Reacted to "I think wounds packs..." with �� 
01:14:13 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Reacted to "ace bandage med tape" with �� 
01:14:31 - Jay Worley: - Replying to "do we need to make a..." 
 
there is an expensive that can help dermaseal? there sheets used in tattooing 
01:15:42 - Jay Worley: - that's this next week? 
01:15:51 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Yes, March 21 
01:15:52 - Kenneth King: - Jay, not sure about dermaseal. The wounds we are seeing, are both dry and 

weeping. They may need to breath. But I am not a doctor 
01:16:34 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Replying to "Yes, March 21" 
 
what time is the mtg? 
01:16:43 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Replying to "Yes, March 21" 
 
It begins at 3 p.m. 
01:16:58 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Reacted to "It begins at 3 p.m." with �� 
01:17:39 - Kenneth King: - Is the TNT article about the Ban info, a discussion point today? 
01:17:45 - Jay Worley: - ermaseal would be for wet weather to prevent wet damage keeping mud out can 

save a limb as long as its cleaned well before at taken of in 48 top max it would be a situational item 
01:18:31 - Jay Worley: - but it would also go over gauze 
01:18:45 - Kenneth King: - Good point Jay. 
01:18:53 - Jay Worley: - like a bandage seal 
01:19:17 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Kenneth, I haven’t seen the TNT article yet, but I do want 

to talk about the homelessness review that was presented to the City of Tacoma on Tuesday 
01:19:44 - Kenneth King: - Did they discuss the report at the review? I missed the adress 
01:20:09 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - I was not able to attend, so I will still have to listen to that 

later. 
01:21:04 - Kenneth King: - He isn't re running, He can afford the hit 
01:23:04 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Kenneth - we added 2 pairs of Bombas sock and a cleaning pack to the 

booties and foot powder you brought for us (thank you!) The combination of cleaning, treating and 
putting on dry sox is a good approach - but - the dry weather will be a big boost too. Everyone and 
their equipment has been hit with damp and cold for months now. 

01:23:52 - Tod Gunther: - Nice advocacy, Evan.  Hat tip. 
01:24:25 - Jason Christensen: - Sleep Trailers could be a great solution as a stop gap for many people falling 

through the cracks 
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01:24:27 - Evan Koepfler (he/him): - Here is our one pager which has general information on the 1/10 1% 
and our Advocate Guide which helps spell out ways for folks to get involved and take action (including 
Zoom information for Tuesday 3/21). Please feel free to share with anyone you'd like! 

01:24:56 - Andrew Nguyen: - Thanks Evan! 
01:25:07 - Evan Koepfler (he/him): - If you are active on Twitter and would like to help us spread the word 

to a broader audience, here is a thread to help amplify: 
https://twitter.com/RyanMelloPierc1/status/1636034434108645381?s=20 

01:25:32 - Evan Koepfler (he/him): - My email is evan.koepfler@piercecountywa.gov in case anyone has 
follow up questions. Thanks everyone! 

01:25:51 - Andrew Nguyen: - Reacted to "My email is evan.koe..." with �� 
01:27:13 - Jay Worley: - Sleep Trailers would be great 
01:27:23 - Jason Christensen: - Jason@sleeptrailer.com happy to have a conversation with people 458-253-

5821 an efficient cost effective approach 
01:28:11 - Jason Christensen: - Reacted to "Sleep Trailers would…" with ��� 
01:29:16 - Dr. Douglas Jarvie, The Salvation Army of Tacoma: - Rhonda, do you have flyers or posters that 

we could share with our walk-in clients and shelter residents?  We often have pregnant women. 
01:29:49 - Christine Lindquist: - What if they are not eligible for Medicaid due to immigration status? 
01:29:55 - Richard Dorsett: - Do you go to encampments? 
01:30:31 - Tod Gunther: - Jason, those trailers look like the Japanese sleep pods in airports. But on wheels. 
01:30:50 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Rhonda, I can also help you get flyers out to shelter folks, I have contact info 

for Dr. Jarvie and others! 
01:31:09 - Tod Gunther: - Bless our nurses  ���� 
01:32:27 - Richard Dorsett: - I am confused. We had two people on from Health Department about 

pregnancy who only did referrals. But you seem to go out. Is this new? An additional service? 
01:32:46 - Christine Lindquist: - What an amazing program. I didn’t know this was operating here in Pierce 

County. 
01:33:51 - Jason Christensen: - Yea I call it the American/mobile version of capsule hotels. Bigger wider and 

taller than ones you find in Japan 
01:34:32 - Kenneth King: - its early diversion and not assistance model 
01:35:03 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - I think there is a good case to be made for exceptions to that rule 
01:35:36 - Julie Hoffman: - There are other programs in Pierce Co that support women on subsequent 

pregnancies - they are called Maternal Support Services (MSS) - Step by Step and Answers Counseling 
are 2 of them. 

01:36:13 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Thank you Julie 
01:36:23 - Dr. Douglas Jarvie, The Salvation Army of Tacoma: - Thanks, Julie.  I will look those up. 
01:36:27 - Julie Hoffman: - Reacted to "Thank you Julie" with �� 
01:36:30 - Julie Hoffman: - Reacted to "Thanks, Julie.  I wi..." with �� 
01:37:31 - Jennie Schoeppe: - yes, its a complex system, agree, Richard. 
01:37:47 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - An online portal for all of these services would be great! 
01:37:52 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Reacted to "There are other prog..." with �� 
01:37:54 - Leah Ford (she/her): - TPCHD covers many of the gaps NFP is unable to cover via MSS, black 

infant health, family support partnership, treatment services and so much more. Our maternal child 
outreach team receives the referral and ensures the correct program is connected to the client. 

01:38:25 - Kenneth King: - available programs. at all stages 
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01:38:39 - Oneida Arnold: - Hoping everyone on this zoom has or will send their letters in support of the 
1/10 0f 1% sales tax. I say this because I've procrastinated but will write now! 

01:38:47 - Kenneth King: - is no one doing safe sex info outreach? 
01:39:03 - Evan Koepfler (he/him): - I need to hop off for my next meeting but wanted to say thanks again 

for all of the work that you do! Hoping to have another tool in our toolkit at the county after Tuesday's 
vote! Take care everyone. 

01:39:04 - Leah Ford (she/her): - https://www.tpchd.org/healthy-people/family-health 
01:39:43 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Does an online portal (for pregnant women) for Pierce County already 

exist that includes all of these resources? If so, can you post it in the chat? 
01:40:23 - Kenneth King: - needle exchange... 
01:40:38 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Jessica, I will email you and cc Leah so we can connect on this and bring in our 

STI team as well. 
01:41:00 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Replying to "Jessica, I will emai..." 
 
so we can at least answer the question more robustly about what WE as a health dept. does in this area. 
01:41:06 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Rhonda - this is great work - thank you for presenting! 
01:41:08 - Rhonda Crooker: - Here's the link for referrals for NFP: Public Health Nurse Referral | Tacoma-

Pierce County Health Department (tpchd.org) or you can call intake at 253-720-8803. My name is 
Rhonda Crooker & my phone number is 253-720-8803. 

01:41:10 - Jessica Hall: - Thanks Jennie 
01:41:13 - Jay Worley: - sounds good thanks 
01:41:34 - Jennie Schoeppe: - thank you, Rhonda!!! 
01:41:50 - Jason Christensen: - Sleeptrailer.com 
01:42:08 - Christine Lindquist: - Washington State Department of Health also has a sexual and reproductive 

telehealth program:  https://doh.wa.gov/newsroom/telehealth-sexual-and-reproductive-health-care-
services-now-available-washington?fbclid=IwAR3ws_o6h7-
mKa13rJFMKQ1P31_NkElVjm3hdmsFhNOwSmXbnmPrg8W7USE 

01:42:14 - Leah Ford (she/her): - Reacted to "Jessica, I will emai..." with �� 
01:44:06 - Christine Lindquist: - Love The Grand! 
01:44:27 - Tod Gunther: - Niiice, the manager of the Grand Cinema. 
01:49:57 - Rosemary Powers: - Thoughts from Audre Lorde   “I am filled with a sense of urgency and dread: 

dread at the apparently random waves of assaults against people and institutions closest to me; 
urgency to unearth the connections between these assaults". . . . . 

I sit before the typewriter for days and nothing comes. It feels as if underlining these assaults, lining them 
up one after the other and looking at them squarely might give them an unbearable power. Yet I know 
exactly the opposite is true—no matter how difficult it may be to look at the realities of our lives, it is 
there that we will find the strength to change them. And to suppress any truth is to give it power 
beyond endurance.”    Audre Lorde   A Burst of Light and Other Essays 2017 

01:51:00 - Tod Gunther: - Kegan, those homeless quotes wanting to go to the movies are touching 
01:55:07 - Jay Worley: - we have answers Norman 
01:55:22 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Norman, you get the segue award! This is a great setup for 

the other speakers! 
01:55:34 - Dr. Douglas Jarvie, The Salvation Army of Tacoma: - Kegan, does Tacoma Creates work with 

religious organizations? 
01:56:48 - Jay Worley: - I have a program you can help me fund Norman 
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01:57:25 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - I've already supplied "makers kits" to a number of shelters. I'm sure they 
would be open to your idea of offering space and instruction. That would be great! 

01:57:29 - Kenneth King: - Its Morale and Rapport Building. 
01:57:49 - Norman Brickhouse: - Let's talk Jay - 253-878-2190. nbrickhouse@cityoffife.org 
01:57:59 - Stephanie Schermerhorn: - I think the Parks systems uses  evidence of EBT to give 

discounts/scholarships 
01:58:52 - Kegan Ross (he/him): - Reacted to "Kegan, those homel..." with ��� 
01:59:01 - Jay Worley: - sounds good. you will hear about it in a few. 
01:59:28 - Kegan Ross (he/him): - Reacted to "I've already suppl..." with ��� 
01:59:58 - Norman Brickhouse: - sounds good. I have a 11:30am meeting for 1 hours - after that meeting 

works for me 
02:00:14 - Kenneth King: - "we just went and did it" is my favorite phrase of the week 
02:00:17 - Jay Worley: - sorry everyone Im overexcited 
02:00:41 - Kegan Ross (he/him): - Replying to "Kegan, does Tacoma..." 
 
I believe so, but I'll try to double check 
02:01:33 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Sorry if it seems I am rushing this along. This is an 

awesome topic! 
02:01:43 - Tod Gunther: - Ya'll see Laurie Davenport's homeless art exhibit at Marlene's on 38th?  Great 

pieces. 
02:01:54 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "Ya'll see Laurie Dav..." with ��� 
02:02:25 - Laurie Davenport: - The exhibit at Marlene’s — The Unseen — has been extended through the 

end of April! 
02:02:33 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "The exhibit at Marle..." with ��� 
02:02:38 - Kegan Ross (he/him): - Reacted to "The exhibit at Mar..." with ��� 
02:02:45 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - We sure think so! 
02:02:53 - Laurie Davenport: - Lots of positive feedback. 
02:03:00 - Laurie Davenport: - Reacted to "The exhibit at Marle..." with ��� 
02:03:11 - Tod Gunther: - Reacted to "The exhibit at Marle..." with ��� 
02:03:28 - Jay Worley: - I am free at 1 
02:03:47 - Tod Gunther: - Timothy is a gift to our field 
02:03:53 - Jennie Schoeppe: - You started Real Change?? WOW! I had no idea. 
02:04:11 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "You started Real Cha..." with ��� 
02:05:33 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Some great material already available here https://www.dignitycity.org 
02:05:52 - Christine Lindquist: - I need a new middle name. 
02:06:04 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "I need a new middle ..." with ����� 
02:08:28 - Sally Perkins: - Rocking it, jay. 
02:08:29 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Art is for everyone, and everyone likes to create 
02:08:40 - Laurie Davenport: - Awesome idea Jay!! 
02:08:43 - Norman Brickhouse: - You are the Truth Jay "F" Worley 
02:08:56 - Dr. Douglas Jarvie, The Salvation Army of Tacoma: - what's the starting bid for that light catcher? 
02:09:02 - Jeffrey Boyce: - Jay, you are awesome! 
02:09:13 - Kegan Ross (he/him): - Replying to "Kegan, does Tacoma..." 
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I think as long as their mission is "to advance and/or preserve arts, culture, heritage and/or science, with a 
mission statement that reflects this purpose." https://www.tacomacreates.org/faqs 

02:09:18 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - I blame Timothy for getting me to use an F-bomb on this 
call. 

02:09:27 - Dr. Douglas Jarvie, The Salvation Army of Tacoma: - thanks, Kegan. 
02:09:41 - Leah Ford (she/her): - Reacted to "Jay, you are awesome..." with ��� 
02:09:47 - Laurie Davenport: - That’s real creativity! 
02:09:48 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Jay: you rock! 
02:09:52 - Sally Perkins: - starting bid is 400. 
02:10:03 - Lauri Bush: - Great Ideas Jay!! 
02:10:05 - Tod Gunther: - Jay is right on.  Micro-businesses.  WorkSource now has a flyer to all homeless 

recommending this. 
02:10:20 - Tod Gunther: - Reacted to "I blame Timothy for ..." with ���� 
02:11:23 - Rian Booker: - Replying to "I blame Timothy for ..." 
 
Timothy is a bad influence for sure.  Rosemary, please bring your soap to the next gathering. 
02:11:31 - Richard Dorsett: - For current art, see Laurie Davenport’s exhibition at Marlene’s Deli; in the 

lunchroom area. 
02:11:42 - Sally Perkins: - city should have contingency budgeted for continuing the shelter beds. 
02:11:50 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - I wanted to share my notes from the Council Study Session 

here: 
02:12:01 - Jay Worley: - Kegan please email me at seededhopes@gmail.com and any others interested. i 

would like to work with you on this. 
02:12:17 - Richard Dorsett: - Allison said Union Loop will be swept. What have you heard? 
02:13:10 - Sally Perkins: - 4% this week 
02:13:35 - Kegan Ross (he/him): - Reacted to "Kegan please email..." with �� 
02:13:47 - Kenneth King: - I had to step away, which part of the agenda are we on? 
02:14:04 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Replying to "I had to step away, ..." 
 
gov updates! 
02:14:12 - Kenneth King: - thank you 
02:15:10 - Kenneth King: - Are we done having two separate list of sweeps now that the ban sweeps are 

completed? 
02:16:10 - Sally Perkins: - is Union Loop in the buffer zone? 
02:16:57 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - I don’t believe so. The conversation at the Study Session 

noted that the city has been shifting resources to sites outside the buffer zones, since the buffers have 
already been largely cleared. 

02:17:57 - Kenneth King: - Those emails are a huge help. Thank you Jennie 
02:20:07 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Matthew: I never want to "shoot the messenger" and know you are also 

concerned about where people will go when they are swept. Mayor Woodard's words last night were 
inspiring and I share her hope that Tacoma can weather this current crisis and become stronger. A 
closer partnership regarding policy changes will help. You and Caleb coming to the meetings helps too. 
Thank you 

02:20:47 - Matthew Jorgensen: - Replying to "Matthew: I never wan..." 
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Thank you Theresa, I appreciate it! 
02:21:30 - Kenneth King: - is this a new outbreak, or the pre-birth outbrerak? 
02:23:02 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Jennie: the coalition health care guru � 
02:23:50 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Jeffrey, can you give me your email so I'm sure I have up to date info for you? 

THANKS. 
02:24:04 - Leah Ford (she/her): - Reacted to "Jennie: the coalitio..." with ��� 
02:24:47 - Jeffrey Boyce: - jeffreyboyce425@yahoo.com, 360-860-1711 
02:24:53 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Reacted to "Those emails are a h..." with ��� 
02:25:06 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Replying to "is this a new outbre..." 
 
Can you clarify your question? THANKS. <3 
02:25:11 - Courtney Love: - grab the chat 
02:34:36 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Folks will be coming back here in a minute 
02:37:17 - Paige Wells: - Room 2 Thoughts:  
Tried to get art stuff up and running in the past- Supplies have been much appreciated. Needed 

collaboration with cafes and such. The balance of supply request vs what’s available is tough.  
It would be nice to have a central location for storage and space to create. Are there any local studios that 

would be open to being a resource?  
Transportation should also be another considerations or a mobile set up that can go out to sites. 
02:41:08 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Hello all, Here is some info from me. COVID testing kiosk locations: 21818 

38th Ave. E. in Spanaway (OPEN NOW), 135 163rd St. in Spanaway & 4301 Browns Point Blvd (opening 
3/20). I can send you a flyer with more info if you want, just email me! 

02:41:23 - Jay Worley: - Replying to "what's the starting ..." 
 
that will be up to FOB there auction is April first. 
02:41:44 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Replying to "Hello all, Here is s..." 
 
Register for the 3/23 Opioid Summit here: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/2023-opioid-summit-tickets-

559948640457 
02:41:44 - Kenneth King: - No Lo Income Housing Alliance update meeting today? 
02:42:22 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Replying to "Hello all, Here is s..." 
 
Finally, info on Shigellosis infection: https://www.cdc.gov/shigella/ 
02:42:26 - Timothy Harris: - Rm 3: homeless people are not just a problem to solve, we need to address the 

whole person. 
02:44:28 - Timothy Harris: - Rm 3 cont: Need to get beyond surviving to thriving. Cultural projects and 

street paper paradigm are means to use cultural work as opportunity to build relationships and 
community. Opportunities to be in relationship and community and be a whole person are ground 
zero for the transformative personal change and community organizing. 

02:45:42 - Richard Dorsett: - We hope to put a pregnant couple on a train home to Minnesota on Monday. 
02:45:52 - Rosemary Powers: - group 5 Anyone who has supplies for the makers' kits and/or gallon Ziploc 

bags/notebooks/writing implements/ other art supplies for the outreach Richard talked about - please 
be in touch. tpdrutis@nctacoma.org.  It would be great to have an accessible list of free art/cultural 
resources to share with clients.  Re Jay’s idea about a dedicated maker space, would be great to work 
on a grant to help with that.  Even better, to promote urban rest stops with creative activities to 
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complement the necessary hygiene resources.   In the meantime, places like Bryant neighborhood 
center, and some of the shelters might schedule “makers” opportunities where people could use the 
makers kits or be tutored  in making sellable art pieces.  Could also do makers kits that don’t involve 
paper materials  (weather issue) out to  the encampments.  Noted the drama troupe that was 
organized at Nativity House—more active pre-pandemic.  So to have an expansive sense of 
culure/art/creativity. 

02:46:05 - Kenneth King: - Richard, that is no easy task. Great work 
02:46:59 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Anyone who has supplies for the makers' kits and/or gallon Ziploc 

bags/notebooks/writing implements/ other art supplies for the outreach Richard talked about - please 
be in touch. tpdrutis@nctacoma.org 

02:47:12 - Jason Christensen: - Heading out thanks for putting up with my stuff again if anyone wants to 
meet or learn more please reach out! 458-253-5821 jason@sleeptrailer.com mobile emergency 
shelter,  8 lockable and individual spaces on each trailer can be an asset for homelessness, disasters, 
migrant workers, women’s shelters and so much more! 

02:48:46 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Jay - I have some jewelry making supplies if you let me know what you 
need. New Connections does a "reformed adornments" project where we repurpose broken jewelry. 

02:48:59 - Rian Booker: - First feedback session for the Proposed Rental Housing Updates is this coming 
week. 

02:49:01 - Rian Booker: - 5:30-7 p.m. Thursday, March 23 
 
Tacoma Public Utilities Auditorium (3628 S 35th St, Tacoma, WA 98409) 
02:49:45 - Kenneth King: - he says "No, its a good one" when asked if its appropriate 
02:50:07 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - It has been a while since we have had Sharon join us. 
02:50:13 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - I'm taking a 5 minute break 
02:53:10 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Stepping away for just a minute... 
02:55:01 - Richard Dorsett: - Marlene’s is interested in an installation of the miniature tents. 
02:55:18 - Rian Booker: - Reacted to "Marlene’s is interes..." with �� 
02:58:11 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - In a minute we need to start talking about next week’s 

meeting 
02:58:35 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - That information is in the PC Comp Plan documents 
02:59:11 - Tod Gunther: - 12-25k per year to house someone.  35k-150k a year to live on streets. 
03:01:57 - Kenneth King: - Is there a link to Garrets cost break down? how recent is that data? I actually 

need that info 
03:01:58 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - I wish people thought about it that way 
03:02:19 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Pierce County Comprehensive Plan to End Homelessness 

can be found here: https://www.piercecountywa.gov/7309/Comprehensive-Plan-to-End-
Homelessness 

03:02:27 - Tod Gunther: - Problem is Rian, the electeds also make decisions according to emotions, and 
their constituents are upset 

03:02:29 - Jeffrey Boyce: - I haven’t recent info, 
03:02:43 - Kenneth King: - Tod... Im trying lol 
03:03:05 - Rian Booker: - I don't know about the Wednesday morning meeting.  What's that? 
03:03:12 - Courtney Love: - recording 
03:03:25 - Jay Worley: - we have to humanize the homeless to the council 
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03:03:25 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - The document itself is here: 
https://www.piercecountywa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/109977/Comprehensive-Plan-to-End-
Homelessness-with-Appendices-and-Shelter-Action-Plan 

03:03:53 - Kenneth King: - Cost break down? 
03:04:17 - Rian Booker: - Replying to "Problem is Rian, the..." 
 
But taxpayers are cheap.  If you show them a way to save money, there is a segment of the population that 

pound the table for it. 
03:04:20 - Kenneth King: - Jeffrey, you have or haven't? 
03:04:37 - Rian Booker: - Reacted to "12-25k per year to h..." with �� 
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